
Bring proactive measures to your cybersecurity threats with 

the visibility, analysis and monitoring capabilities of SIEM.

Monitoring real-time activity on all aspects of a network while simultaneously 

analyzing threats, is a taxing responsibility. A company’s resources required 

to log, evaluate and report covert activity may only be a reactive effort when it 

comes to cybersecurity. SIEM is a one-stop solution that improves situational 

awareness to your systems and data, without compromising time and internal 

resources.  

With SIEM, an organization is provided early detection that collaboratively 

monitors a network’s activity while generating alerts. SIEM acts as the “burglar 

alarm” that logs and flags suspicious activity which minimizes lag time in 

between analysis, investigation, and correction. After SIEM reviews and flags 

suspicious log entries, the SOC (security operations center) conducts further 

investigation and quickly executes remediation. 

At Netrix, we strive to implement efficient tools that reduce cybersecurity risks. 

Our partnership with McAfee offers multiple powerful SIEM products that 

deliver resilient security intelligence and activity log management tools backed 

by our world-class, security experts. Without SIEM, most security efforts are 

concentrated solely on preventative methods such as firewalls, patching, and 

anti-virus. SIEM goes beyond these preventative measures standing as an all-in-

one, proactive solution for delivering insight on potentially malicious activities.

We have partnered with McAfee to offer the latest SIEM capabilities to your 

organization. Help ensure that you are protected. 
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Key Benefits

DETECTS SUSPICIOUS BEHAVIOR 

Automatically identifies compromised 
credentials (e.g. when a user logs-in from 
two distinct geographical locations in a 
short space of time, followed by excessive 

outbound. communication).

VIRUS/MALWARE DETECTION

Behavioral analysis can detect 
malwre that is designed to 

surpass anti-malware tools. 

COMPLIANCE

Detects when unauthorized 
users open a file containing 
cardholder data or medical 

information. 
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SIEM as a Service 

Netrix’s SIEM as a managed security service platform offers a range of options to suite each customer’s needs. 

With SIEM, an organization is provided early detection that collaboratively monitors a network’s activity while generating 

alerts. SIEM acts as the “burglar alarm” that logs and flags suspicious activity which minimizes lag time in between analysis, 

investigation, and correction. After SIEM reviews and flags suspicious log entries, the SOC (security operations center) 

conducts further investigation and quickly executes remediation. 

Most clients need much more than a SIEM tool, they need a 24x7x365 Security Operations Center (SOC) to analyze, 

escalate, and respond to security events.  Netrix offers SOC as a service as an optional add-on service to our SIEM solution.

SOC as a Service

Faced with the many problems of online security, organizations need to improve their capabilities for incident detection and 

response—after all, digital attacks are inevitable. To do this, they can turn to Netrix for an additional level of prevention with 

SOC-as-a-service.

With SOC-as-a-service (SOCaaS), Netrix implements security best practices into an organization. SOCaaS improves security 

data collection, processing, and analysis for an organization. Netrix's SOC team can identify and investigate suspicious 

network traffic by relying on real-time security data analytics. With around-the-clock network security monitoring, Netrix's 

SOCaaS will help ensure an organization stays safe from online attacks. 
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